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In The Dark Room 
Twenty minutes a day to discover the abundance of God's riches In Live 
Abundantly, Bible teachers Lenya Heitzig and Penny Pierce Rose challenge 
you to dig deep into the book of Ephesians to find the spiritual treasure God 
has for you. .. 

 
 Brian Dillon 

Mile High 
Pure Air's new LuxeLiner is flying from London to LA - its inaugural journey - 
with a first-class cabin packed with A-list celebrities. As the feuding crew 
compete to impress their famous passengers, the handsome pilot tries to win 
the attention of a pretty young stewardess. 

 
 

 
 
 

Rebecca Chance 

Hunter Killer 
Following a suicide bombing in central London, series SAS hero Danny Black 
is recruited to be part of an assassination squad, directed by a joint 
MI5/MI6/CIA committee and tasked with hunting down and killing the terrorist 
cells believed to be planning further atrocities. . 

 
 
 Chris Ryan 

Hellfire 
On the Syria/Iraq border a British hostage is beheaded by IS terrorists. The 
executioner is a young British extremist. A masked figure watches him. This 
mysterious person is treated with a mixture of respect and terror. They call 
him the Caliph.In Nigeria the British High Commisioner and his young aide 
are kidnapped.  

 
 Chris Ryan 



Masters Of War 
In Paris, an elderly man is assassinated as he takes his morning walk. In the 
war-torn cities of Syria, government forces wage a bloody war against their 
own people. The Russians are propping up the government, the French are 
backing one rebel fraction and the British are backing another. And in north 
Africa, young SAS trooper Danny Black is coming to the end of a gruellin- 

 
 Chris Ryan 

Osama 
Despatches from the secret world behind the headlines. Former SAS legend 
Chris Ryan brings you his seventeenth novel, filled with his trademark action, 
thrills and inside knowledge. Osama Bin Laden is dead..The President of the 
United States knows it. The world knows it. And SAS hero Joe Mansfield 
knows it. 

 Chris Ryan 

Monkey Wars 
“Strikingly original” is how Anthony Horowitz, author of the Alex Rider series, 
describes Monkey Wars. “Kurti draws from history to deliver a powerful 
allegory . . . [and] keeps this effective, memorable tale rooted in reality.” —
Publishers Weekly, Starred Review Sustain the weak. Destroy the strong. .. 

 
 
 Richard Kurti 

India Black And The Widow Of Windsor: A Madam Of Espionage Mystery 
Black is back! Her Majesty's favorite spy is off to Scotland in this new 
adventure to ensure the Queen doesn't end up getting killed. 
When Queen Victoria attends a séance, the spirit of her departed husband, 
Prince Albert, insists she spend Christmas at their Scottish home in Balmoral. 
Prime Minister Disraeli suspects the Scottish nationalists plan to assassinate 
the Queen- 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Caroll K. Garr 



 

Hank Zipzer: The Cow Poop Treasure Hunt 
Underachiever Hank Zipzer goes on an unfortunate school camping trip in a 
comical, kid-friendly novelization of the popular BBC series based on Henry 
Winkler's best-selling books. What will it take for Mom and Dad to trust Hank 
to go to the mall unsupervised with his friends? .. 

 
 Theo Baker 

Hank Zipzer: The Colossal Camera Calamity 
Hank hates school photos. Something always goes wrong just before the 
FLASH - a spider lands on his nose, he bends down to tie his shoe, or his 
"smart-guy" pose ends up looking like a "nose-picker" shot. But this year, 
Hank is careful to take every possible precaution to ensure he takes a good 
picture.  

 
 
 
 Theo Baker 

Scream Street: Looks Like Trouble 
A scarily funny read for fans of the popular animated CBBC TV series, this 
book shows that appearances can be surprisingly dangerous!Don't trust what 
you see - especially in Scream Street, a sanctuary that the government has 
prepared for monsters of all kinds. ... 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Tommy Donbavand 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Scream Street: A Sneer Death Experience 
Fans will scream for this book, based on two adventures from the new CBBC 
TV series that feature the nefarious Sir Mayor Otto Sneer, Scream Street's 
lead villain.Welcome to Scream Street, where mummies rub shoulders with 
vampires, leeches and half-skeletal dogs are pets, and where witches sell 
their wares to zombies. .. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tommy Donbavand 

Scream Street: Uninvited Guests 
Welcome to Scream Street, where mummies rub shoulders with vampires, 
leeches and half-skeletal dogs are pets, and where witches sell their wares to 
zombies. It's a sanctuary that the government has prepared for monsters of 
all kinds. .. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tommy Donbavand 

Heroes Of Olympus Complete Collection 
The Heroes of Olympus is a pentalogy of fantasy-adventure novels written by 
American author Rick Riordan. The novels detail a conflict between Greek 
demigods, Roman demigods, and Gaia. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 Rick Riordan 



Diary Of A Wimpy Kid - Box Set(14 Books) 
Filled with laugh-out-loud hilarious text and cartoons, the Diary of a Wimpy 
Kid series follows Greg Heffley as he records the daily trials and triumphs of 

friendship, family life and middle school where undersized weaklings have to 
share the hallways with kids who are taller, meaner and already shaving! On 

top of all that, Greg must be careful to avoid the dreaded CHEESE TOUCH! 
 

 
 
 
 Jeff Kinney 

Trials Of Appollo Set : 5 Book Set 
The formerly glorious god Apollo, cast down to earth in punishment by Zeus, 

is now an awkward mortal teenager named Lester Papadopoulos. In order to 
regain his .. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Rick Riordan 

The Library Of Holes: Box Set 
The library of hOles: the first ever box set with all 25 hOle books! 
Book Information: 

These books are aimed at kids learning to read independently. They are full 
of fun stories, gorgeous illustrations and holes! 

 
 
 
 Various 



 Percy Jackson Ultimate Collection Box (New Look 5 Copy Slipcase) 
The book follows the entire story of Percy, a boy set in modern times who 
discovers he is a demi-God. Son of Poseidon, he was abandoned by his 
father because of an oath to not father any more kids. Percy’s journey turns 
more electrifying when he finds other demi-God kids in a camp.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rick Riordan 
 

 The Mystery Series: The Mystery Series Collection 2: Books 4-6 
A fantastic bumper volume of classic children's stories from the world's best-
loved children's author, Enid Blyton. The Mystery series follows the 
adventures  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Enid Blyton 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Dalai Lama: Art Of Happiness 
Nearly every time you see him, he's laughing, or at least smiling. And he 
makes everyone else around him feel like smiling. He's the Dalai Lama, the 
spiritual and temporal leader of Tibet, a Nobel Prize winner, and an 
increasingly popular speaker and statesman. What's more, he'll tell you that 
happiness is the purpose of life, and that "the very motion of our life is 
towards .. 
 

 
 
 
 

Wings Of Fire Graphic Nove L# 01: The Dragonet Prophecy 
 Not every dragonet wants a destiny ... Clay has grown up under the 
mountain, chosen along with four other dragonets to fulfill a mysterious 
prophecy and end the war between the dragon tribes of Pyrrhia. He's not so 
sure about the prophecy part, but Clay can't imagine not living with the other 
dragonets; they're his best friends. So when one of the dragonets is 
threatened, all five spring into action. Together, they will choose freedom 
over fate, leave the mountain, and fulfill their destiny -- on their own terms. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tui T Sutherland 

Wings Of Fire Graphic Novel # 05 : The Brightest Night 
The Dragonet Prophecy didn't call for a RainWing dragonet, but Glory knows 
she's far more powerful than she gets credit for. So it's devastating when she 
finally finds the rest of her tribe and discovers that RainWings do seem a little 
lazy. .. 
 
 Tui T Sutherland 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/38210.The_Art_of_Happiness


 
 
 
The Master Of The World 
If I speak of myself in this story, it is because I have been deeply involved in 
its startling events, events doubtless among the most extraordinary which this 
twentieth century will witness. Sometimes I even ask myself if all this has 
really happened, if its pictures dwell in truth in my memory, and not merely in 
my imagination. In my position as head inspector in the federal police 
department at Washington, urged on moreover by the desire, which has 
always been very strong in me, to investigate and understand everything 
which is mysterious, I naturally became much interested in these remarkable 
occurrences. 
 Jules Verne And Dale Mettam 

Gandhi MeraJeewan Hi MeraSandesh 
 
How did this shy, unassuming lawyer transform himself into the leader of 
India’s freedom movement? Renouncing wealth, ambition, and comfort, 
Gandhi led by example, becoming one with the people he sought to free, 
facing imprisonment, hardship, and humiliation while never raising his voice 
in anger. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, better known as the Mahatma or 
Great Soul, took on the might of the British Empire armed only with a 
message of love and non-violence. In Gandhi: my life is my message we 
discover the man behind the legend, following him from his birth in the Indian 
coastal town of Porbandar in 1869, to the moment of his tragic death at the 
hands of an assassin in January 1948, just months after the independence of 
India. 
 
 
 Jason Quinn And Ashok Chakradhar 

  



Double Fudge 
Fudge is obsessed with money. He’s making his own “Fudge Bucks” and has 

plans to buy the entire world. But life gets really crazy when Fudge and his 
older brother, Peter, run into their long-lost relatives, the Howie Hatchers. 
Now they have to deal with annoying twin cousins and a weird younger 
cousin, coincidentally named Farley Drexel Hatcher—just like Fudge! Their 
names aren’t the only similarity, and before long, mini-Fudge is causing just 
as much trouble as Fudge always has! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Judy Blume 

Asimov: Robot- Robots Of Dawn 
A millennium into the future two advances have altered the course of human 
history: the colonization of the Galaxy and the creation of the positronic brain. 
Isaac Asimov's Robot novels chronicle the unlikely partnership between a 
New York City detective and a humanoid robot who must learn to work 
together. 
 
 
 Isaac Asimov 

 


